In the Institute. There are enough undergraduates here who play the game should be and is extremely popular at Technology.

...L. N. González '30 L. Seron '29

In the above letter Dr. Rowe emphasizes just received by me from a former agr...of the team, not from the standpoint...of the team on its recent play which is quite true. The return would have to be sent to me. Butterworth's speech at the Ro...L. Jr. Knowlton '30

THE TECH

IANE CHAMAINS

THE WRECK OF THE REDWING

by Mortimer Greenly, New York: Grolier Club. $2.00

It is a book which should appeal to the keen class of people who are able to get their adventure and romance in a more direct and effective manner than from the conventional method. It is a story of adventure and romance, giving the reader a sense of participation and involvement in the events.

As We See The Movies

METROPOLITAN

The feature film at the Metropolitan this week is "A Million And One Nights," starring Richard Dix and Chester Morris. It is an adaptation of a French play and is one of the light, slick, etch variants. Miss Daniels, as "the lady," turns the situation into a richer and more human mood.

Fenway

"Sorrows of Satan," with Adolphe Menjou and Srirup, directed by John G. Blystone. Thursday afternoon. The author has attained a satisfying viewpoint...of some of our more illustrious fellow citizens. Happily, the standard of "Americanism" is far above that of any other current American novel...in Shakespeare country as well as in England, and it has been seen on any stage. There are a number of such effects, some will appeal to one type of person and some will appeal to another...Though the author has not perhaps in the world. It is the romance of the world...it was written by Henry Holt and Company. $2.00.
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